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Abstract
Since Confucian ritual music was reconstructed and rejuvenated in the reign of King
Sejong of Joseon 世宗 (r. 1418-1450), Koreans have continued a long-standing
tradition of Confucian musical education. King Sejong’s enterprising work, however,
was not a mere restoration of the original Confucian ritual music, but a gallant
reinterpretation of traditional Confucian values. I argue that the veritably successful
reconstruction was a result of Korean self-awareness of its culture own marginalized
status in the Chinese cultural sphere. The substantial divide in language and culture
between China and Korea propelled Joseon Korea away from an uncritical
assimilation of mainstream Chinese Confucian culture. These factors also drove King
Sejong to develop a new notation system for tunes indigenous to Korea, which was
previously deemed as vulgar, and subsequently bringing the newly composed ritual
music to the court. Incidentally, the awareness of Korean musical culture turned out
to be an ideal way to embody the essence of Confucian music education - the
cultivation of musical sensibility and the enjoyment of such music with the people,
which had been long-forgotten in the acknowledged history.
The ambivalent nature of Joseon court music is closely related to the development
of Neo-Confucian scholarship from Goryeo (918-1392) to Joseon (1392-1987) Korea.
With the emergence of the new Joseon dynasty, the continued assimilation and
internalization of Confucian values developed into the most influential moral foundation
of the new kingdom, from the ruling class down to the common people. A similar
originality of cultural boundaries occurred again during the westernization period of
early modern Korea, and continued until current contemporary music education in
Korea. I will develop the idea of originality from cultural boundary to explore how the
reconstructed ideals of Confucian ritual music work in contemporary music education,
especially Gugak, i.e. Korean traditional music.
Keywords: Music education, King Sejong, Joseon, Korea, Confucian philosophy,
Ritual music
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1. Introduction
Korean ritual music can be seen as an actualization of the Confucian musical
ideal. Founded on the support of the Neo-Confucian intellectuals in 1392,
the Joseon dynasty had sought a Confucian state in various ways.1 The
reconstruction of Confucian ritual music was one of the most salient projects
to which the Joseon intellectual energies were devoted. It was believed that
music could promote individual moral cultivation and social harmony in light
of the unique Confucian belief that music is indispensable for moral
education. This Confucian idea resulted in great musical success and those
musical works from survived until today.
At a glance, one might have a wrong impression that Korean ritual music
was merely a kind of Confucian music. However, if one takes a closer look at
the course of its formation and development, one will recognize that the Korean
ritual music project was never an admiring satellite of Confucian musical
archetype, but rather a venturous enterprise in which the Chinese styles of music
were reconstructed in accordance with the Korean style. This dynamic stream
mainly comes from the cultural differences between Chinese and Korean music.
For the former, the successive dynasties established in China had been able to
identify and preserve the musical styles handed down as the Confucian yayue
雅樂 (elegant music).2 This music was viewed as the best format to realize
Confucian musical ideal even though this music could not help but change over
time. For the latter, however, the more Joseon Koreans tried to study the
genealogy of Confucian ritual music, the more they sensed the gap between the
Korean indigenous tunes and the would-be Confucian musical ideal. Therefore,
driven to the edge of the Confucian culture sphere, early Joseon Korea had no
1

2

Joseon 朝鮮 was a Korean kingdom which lasted for about five centuries: July 1392 to October
1897. In this paper, the transcriptions of Korean terms are based on Revised Romanization
of Korean (hereafter RRK). If necessary, Romanization on McCune-Reischauer system (hereafter
MCR) will be provided. For example, Joseon appears as Chosŏn in MCR. In some cases, I
leave the original transliterations in the quotations intact and provide RRK. Some irregular
Romanization of the authors’ names is also left untouched. For instance, Seo Inhwa and So
In Hwa are the same person but I followed the Romanization shown in respective publication.
When Chinese characters are used in the Chinese context, I transcribe them with hanyu
pinyin system and provide the marks of four tones. It is necessary to make distinction between
Korean and Chinese pronunciation. Some key terms of Korean ritual music share with the
same Chinese characters with their Chinese origins but the scope and implication of the
terms became different. For example, aak shares the same characters “雅樂” with yayue but
the implications of the terms are different as we will see.
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choice but to assimilate the advanced culture of China and also reconstruct it
in a self-actualizing way at the same time.
Contemporary Korean music education inherited the outcome of Joseon
Korean reconstruction project. As is well known, the Confucian shrine ritual
music (munmyo jeryeak, 文廟祭禮樂) is performed for the spirits of Confucius,
his disciples, Neo-Confucian scholars and the eighteen Korean Confucian
scholars at munmyo 文廟 (Confucian shrine in Korea) every year in spring and
autumn. The royal ancestral shrine ritual music (jongmyo jeryeak, 宗廟祭禮樂)
is also performed for the spirits of the kings and queens of the Joseon dynasty
at jongmyo 宗廟 (Joseon Korean royal shrine) in Seoul every year on the first
Sunday of May. Although those ritual music performances have now became
a kind of public events for tourists, the musicians and dancers still perform
the music and dance which were composed and arranged at the time of the
reconstruction period over 600 years ago.
What is more important is the fact that the framework of Korean music
was conceived through this reconstruction and it is still taught and even
enhanced in contemporary music educational setting. For example, jeongganbo
井間譜 (square score) is the notation system invented to record Korean
indigenous tunes in the Joseon period.3 Having been deemed as the more
effective means to record Korean traditional music than the staff notation, the
number of the user of jeongganbo is now growing and its significance is
increasing. While it was only used by a small number of the educated people
in Joseon dynasty, it is now widely used in elementary and secondary school
for music education.4 Moreover, the necessity of replacing the staff notation
with jeongganbo for the Korean musical pieces in the textbook has been
emphasized,5 along with constant efforts to digitalize its input system.6
Ironically, the sincere endeavors towards a Confucian ideal music
resulted in a paradigm shift from the adoption of Chinese tunes to the
3

4

5
6

Jeongganbo is Korean musical notation system created in the reign of King Sejong
(1418-1450) to record time value, pitch, and key. In the early jeongganbo, it is said that
each block (jeonggan 井間) represents a unit of time and pitch; that other information is
written in the block; and that a group of blocks constitute bigger musical phrases. There
are contending opinions on the interpretation of time values of music pieces recorded in old
jeongganbo. As for the various interpretations, Hwang, “Critical Assessment: The Rhythmic
Interpretation of Jeongganbo,” 77.
As for the use of jeongganbo in Joseon dynasty, Kwon, “History of Korean Notation,” 3.
As for its wide use in the music education of contemporary Korea, Kwak, “Hanguk jeontong
eumak gyoyuk-ui cheolhakjeok todae-wa gyogwa gwajeong jeokhapseong bunseok.”
Byun, “Eumak gyogwaseo-e surokdoen gugak jejaegok-ui chegye-e daehan nonui,” 83-85.
Park and Hur, “Jeongganbo imnyeok siseutem seolgye mit guhyeon,” 435-440; Lee, Choi,
Park, and Kang, “Gugak jeongganbo-ui oseonbo byeonhwan-e daehan yeongu,” 248-251.
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reconstruction of Confucian ideal based on Korean indigenous tunes. Joseon
Korea, conscious of the characteristics of Korean music and language which
do not fit the Chinese mold, was able to come up with ingenious ritual music
equipped with new hermeneutical stance, which is theoretically based on
Confucian philosophy, while practically rooted in Korean indigenous tunes.
Without these awareness and practice, Korean traditional music would not
have been transmitted as the musical pieces up till today, and more crucially
the category of “Korean music” would not have been viable.
Although various musical sources coexist and compete in the musical
landscape of Korea today, it is the musical genre of gugak 國樂 (Korean music)
that gives Koreans their musical identity and holds an important role in music
education. Although gugak is often rendered into merely “Korean traditional
music,” modernized gugak also flourishes on contemporary sites.7 The connection
between traditional gugak and modern gugak is the acknowledged and sustained
musical identity that resulted from the reconstruction project of the Joseon
Dynasty. In light of this, I will concentrate on how the Korean musical identity
was formed in the process of the reconstruction of Confucian music and then
briefly discuss how this is related to modern Korean music education.

2. Ritual Music as Confucian Ideal Education
For Confucians in traditional societies, music education had never been a
neutral activity nor mere public entertainment, but a necessary and
fundamental process for moral cultivation.8 “Liyue” 禮樂, which means “ritual
and music” or “ritual music” as Confucius promoted and envisaged, could not
have merely meant the establishment of social regulations and court music
performances; it included the individual discipline of moral and musical
sensibility. Subsequently, Mencius (372-289 BCE) was more concerned with
the actualization of moral potential by deepening musical sensibility, while
Xunzi (c. 310-c. 238 BCE) elaborated on the theory of ritual and music to
facilitate the establishment of proper ritual music in the ideal Confucian state.
From the period of Han Confucianism, however, state-led musical practice has
emphasized two possible directions of musical cultivation: individual morality
and state ethics. A long tradition of the letter-bound commentary works in Han
7
8

H. Song, “Hyeondae gugak, geu wonhyeongseong-gwa byeonhwa saengseong,” 25-26.
S. Park, “Music as a Necessary Means of Moral Education,” 125-126.
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scholarship was unquestionably helpful in the preservation of intact Confucian
classical texts, but was nevertheless powerless in presenting substantial
solutions to certain contending issues in Confucian philosophy of music, such
as conflicts between musical innovation and succession of classical music or
aesthetics and ethics-oriented development of music.9
Among the ritual and music that Confucian scholars sought to preserve,
ritual might have been successful in maintaining its original form, but music
could had less success because of its fluid nature. There was an initial gap
between the music legitimated by Confucian intellectuals and the music
widely favored by the common people, and this gap grew from generation
to generation. As a result, Confucian philosophy of music was merely
ideologized without its material body. It formed a vicious cycle in which
successive rulers repeatedly collected and reorganized so called yayue 雅樂,
hoping to build an ideal state on the basis of it. However, because no one
fully understood or really enjoyed it, there was no influence on their people
at all,10 and the cycle continued. In the end, the reconstructed court musical
performance could not survive in any Chinese courts.
In reality, Confucian endorsement of ritual music contains complex
narrative incorporating a lot of room for interpretation. In early Confucian
discourse on music, various views were proposed and they contested with
different nuances. Country to certain myths concerning the later Confucians,
even Xunzi himself was not completely strict towards musical innovation.
Moreover, Mencius pronounced “whether it is the music of today or the music
of antiquity makes no difference,”11 and developed a platform for both musical
currency and classicality. From Mencius’ point of view, musical innovation was
a matter of course. The question was whether the newly created music could
penetrate and profoundly move the people.12 Unfortunately, Mencius’ thread
was not woven into the cloth of Confucian ritual music.
It seems paradoxical that Neo-Confucian scholars adored Mencius as an
orthodox of Confucianism while entirely missing his point on music. Although
Mencius showed such an insightful observation on musical innovation, Zhuxi
朱熹 (1130-1200), a leading figure of Neo-Confucianism, concluded that the
way Mencius talked was rather “crude (cu 粗)” upon reading the very passage
9

Park, Liudong de yinyue siwei, 5-18.
Yang, Zhongguo gudai yinyue shigao, vol.1, 126.
11 Mencius 1B1: “今之樂, 由古之樂也.” Note that some editions has written this passage as follows:
“今之樂, 猶古之樂也.”
12 Mencius 7A14: “仁聲之入人也深.”
10
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of Mencius 1B1.13 Zhuxi wanted to dismiss this significant observation of
Mencius as an ad hoc remark made in urgent circumstances to persuade his
opponents.14 Most probably, the deeply rooted hierarchical understanding of
guyue 古樂 (classical music) versus xinyue 新樂 (new music) and yayue 雅樂
(elegant music) versus suyue 俗樂 (vulgar music)15 resulted in a hindrance for
the later Confucians to perceive the context of Mencius as is. The early Joseon
intellectuals also faced the same problem since the constituents of the Joseon
Dynasty had chosen Neo-Confucianism as their cultural identity. At first, they
simply accepted Zhuxi’s interpretations, but as time went on their views and
considerations on the matter became increasingly complex.
At the beginning, Korean Neo-Confucian scholars faithfully followed the
Neo-Confucian doctrine as state ideology throughout various aspects such as
ritual, laws, and music. After tremendous effort in documental and instrumental
investigations, the scholars were confident that they could restore the would-be
authentic ancient music, Aak 雅樂,16 and the most orthodox scholars in the
Joseon court began to insist that indigenous tunes should be expelled from the
court or at least its use be restricted otherwise.17 Some of them even thought
that the name of hyangak 鄕樂, which means “indigenous music,” itself should
be altered because it sounded vulgar.18
King Sejong (r. 1418-1450), the fourth king of Joseon, had different
views. He contemplated the ambivalent nature of reconciling an advanced but
foreign culture, with the development of a proper national culture, and decided
to pursue both. On the one hand, it would be an unrealistic idea to replace
all the indigenous musical performances (hyangak 鄕樂) handed down from
Goryeo dynasty with the newly established court music (aak 雅樂) which are
based on Chinese tunes. On the other hand, if the Joseon royal family and the
literati decided to expel all the indigenous tunes from the Joseon court and tried
13
14
15
16

17

18

Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 19: 431-432: “孟子說得便粗, 如云: 今樂猶古樂”; Zhuzi yulei, 43: 1106:
“孟子說得便粗, 如今之樂猶古之樂.”
Zhu, Zhuzi yulei, 51: 1225: “孟子開道時君, 故曰: 今之樂猶古之樂”; Zhuzi yulei, 60: 1456:
“如孟子答, 今之樂猶古之樂, 這裏且要得他與百姓同樂是緊急.”
S. Park, “Music as a Necessary Means of Moral Education,” Table 1.
Aak indicates Sino-Korean court music, which was originally imported from Song China
in 1116 and yet arranged into more refined musical performances in Joseon period. As
for the scope and role of aak in Joseon court musical setting, S. Park, “Music as a Necessary
Means of Moral Education,” 130-132 and Table 2.
Joseon wangjo sillok, 21st day of the 12th lunar month, 9th year of King Sejong’s reign
(1427); 4th day of the 1st lunar month, 10th year of King Sejong’s reign (1428); and 28th
day of the 7th lunar month, 12th year of King Sejong’s reign (1430).
Joseon wangjo sillok, 19th day of the 2nd lunar month, 12th year of King Sejong’s reign
(1430): “樂名世稱鄕樂, 亦甚鄙俚, 願殿下改之.”
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to assimilate themselves to the Chinese tunes, then it would be detrimental to
loss the emotional bonds between the court and their people. As a result, instead
of uncritically following Chinese music, King Sejong tried to accommodate
Korean indigenous tunes to the advanced format of court music. To do so, he
developed a new notation system suitable for Korean indigenous tunes,
collected folk songs, rewrote the lyrics to be worthy of court music, and
brought the newly composed ritual music to the court.
Awareness of its own musical culture turned out to be the best way to
embody the long-forgotten ideal of Confucian music education, that is to say,
Mencius’ tradition. Mencius’ passages, which stress on the cultivation of musical
susceptibility and the enjoyment with all the people rather than ideological
succession of classical music, became to promote a liberal attitude towards
“indigenous music” or “new music” and to encourage people to cultivate morality
on the basis of motivated pleasure instead of imposing desirable behaviors on
the people. I believe that it may not be coincidental that King Sejong named one
of newly composed musical pieces “Enjoyment with the People” (yeomillak 與民
樂), in the sense that it was the epitome of Mencius’ musical ideal and yet had
long been forgotten in the legitimate history of Confucian musical discourse.

3. Reconstruction of Ritual Music in Joseon Korea
Although the reconstruction of Korean ritual music was inspired by King
Sejong, its full realization required subsequent efforts for many generations,
from King Sejo 世祖 (r. 1455-1468, the 7th king) to King Jeongjo 正祖 (r.
1776-1800, the 22nd king) through King Seongjong 成宗 (r. 1469-1494, the
9th king) among many others. King Sejo, in particular, improved the
previously created new score, jeongganbo, to be more serviceable and
introduced new musical pieces composed by his father King Sejong,
“Botaepyeong” 保太平 (Maintaining the Great Peace) and “Jeongdaeeop”
定大業 (Founding a Great Dynasty), to the royal ancestral shrine. During the
reign of King Seongjong, the publication of the comprehensive treatise of
Korean music, Akhak gwebeom 樂學軌範 (Treatise of Music), was completed
and more scores such as hapjabo 合字譜 (music tablature) were created for
Korean string instrumental music. Faced with the popularization of folk music
in the second half of the Joseon dynasty, King Jeongjo tried to resurrect
Confucian ideal music in the court.
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Although there were some ups and downs, the reconstruction project of
Korean ritual music continued throughout the Joseon dynasty and the
reconstructed ritual music became part of the cultural strength supporting Joseon
for half a millennium. Korean ritual music was unique in the following ways.
Firstly, the indigenous tunes were recognized as a significant source of music
and were gradually introduced to the court music. Secondly, the simultaneous
pursuit of native and imported music made Korean ritual music sustainable
without falling into mannerism or ending in a costly but useless enterprise, as
we can see from the fact that the native music survived in Royal Ancestral
Shrine and the imported music in Confucian Shrine until today. Thirdly, contrary
to the popular image of Korean Confucianism as a blind adherent of
Neo-Confucian doctrine, inter alia, jujahak 朱子學, the groundbreaking
interpretation of Confucian philosophy of music was made and new musical
pieces, such as “Yeomillak” 與民樂, created on the basis of the new
interpretation. Lastly, with the invention of jeongganbo, Korean music gradually
gained a sustainable system of musical learning. This systemization ultimately
led to a greater awareness of what Korean music is. Perhaps this is the very
reason why the reconstructed ritual music and its formulation are still seen in
contemporary music education of Korea. Let us discuss these points in detail.

4. Recognition of Indigenous Tune, Hyangak 鄉樂
To avoid confusion, I would like to briefly explain some terminology first. In
early Joseon Korea, there were three genres of court music: aak 雅樂, dangak
唐樂, and hyangak 鄉樂. Aak is Korean pronunciation of “yayue” 雅樂, first
appearing in the Lunyu.19 Unlike yayue, which was extended to denote
Confucian ideal music or Asian traditional music in general, aak was a relative
concept to hyangak in the Joseon court.20 Aak only meant Sino-Korean court
music, the restoration of ancient Chinese music based on “daeseong aak” from
Song dynasty.21 Therefore, aak in Joseon Korea was basically the preservation
19
20

21

Lunyu 17.18.
Provine, “The Korean Courtyard Ensemble for Ritual Music (Aak),” 91. “Aak, unlike Chinese
yayue and Japanese gagaku (both written with the same Chinese characters), is not a collective
term for a number of court music genres, though some Koreans have loosely used the word
in that sense in the present century. Rather, the term aak identifies a specific genre of Korean
ritual music which is now performed only in the context of only in the Sacrifice to Confucius,
though in earlier centuries it was also played in a further five state sacrificial rites.”
S. Park, “Music as a Necessary Means of Moral Education,” 131.
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of Chinese court music that was “early Chinese ritual melodies which have
since been lost in China itself.”22 Dangak, also known as Sino-Korean music,
was introduced before the 8th century,23 but was assimilated into Korean
people for a long time and performed in a Koreanized style for the purpose
of entertainment.24 Hyangak, on the other hand, meant indigenous tunes which
were relatively less refined music which most Joseon Korean peoples regarded
as easy to perceive and most enjoyable.25
The status of hyangak was in a period of changes. At the start of the
reconstruction, the main priority was not how to introduce hyangak to the court
but how to restore an authentic hak.26 The orthodoxy group of scholars was not
happy with the presence of hyangak in the court despite the fact that it was not
possible to remove all the elements of hyangak from court music. Nevertheless,
indebted to Sejong’s unparalleled insight and painstaking defense, the importance
of hyangak was patiently and yet gradually recognized by more people.27
Eventually, hyangak became the dominant musical style at the second half of
the Joseon dynasty.28
When King Taejong, the father of King Sejong, commanded to discard
all kinds of performances of hyangak and unify court music with Chinese
music, namely, aak and dangak,29 he was probably not thinking about the
22
23
24

25

26

27

28

29

Provine, “The Treatise on Ceremonial Music (1430) in the Annals of the Korean King Sejong,”
1. Nevertheless, there are occasions when some scholars today use aak in a broader sense.
So, “Court Music,” 14. Dangak literally means “music of the Tang 唐 dynasty,” but it has
become a broader term also including Chinese music imported after the Tang dynasty.
Because of its long term assimilation, dangak was regarded as secularized music although
it still retained some Chinese style, and therefore it was placed in the Ubang (右坊 Right
Office) of Jangagwon 掌樂院 together with hyangak, while aak was in charge of the Jwabang
(左坊 Left Office), being highly respected.
Hyangak was also subjected to conceptual stretch. While its literal meaning was “indigenous
music,” the category of hyangak often included non-Chinese origin music, for instance,
Silk Road music.
The appearance frequency of aak in Joseon wangjo sillok is 305 times, far higher than
hyangak (50 times) and dangak (43 times), and widely distributed to the reign of nearly
all the kings.
We will observe some examples but it may deserve to mention the following statistic.
Although the overall frequency of the related records to music and musical terms is very
high in the reign of King Sejong, the discussion on hyangak exclusively converges into
the Annals of King Sejong, where hyangak appears 42 out of 50 times in the whole Joseon
wangjo sillok (84%). Aak, which has 176 out of 305 (57.7%) and dangak, 25 out of 43
(58%). This statistic is grounded on http://sillok.history.go.kr/main/main.jsp.
So “Court Music,” 15: “The second half of the Joseon dynasty saw a remarkable
popularization of hyangak and a gradual decline of dangak. Among hyangak of that period,
several pieces clearly show interrelationships between court music and music of the literati.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 7th day of the 4th lunar month, 9th year of King Taejong’s reign (1409):
“豈禮樂之謂乎! 雅樂乃唐樂. 參酌改正, 用之宗廟, 用之朝會燕享可矣. 豈可隨事而異其樂乎?” 黃
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practical difficulties or the self-awareness of indigenous culture, but Ming
dynasty’s approval of newly established Joseon dynasty as a legitimate regime.
Upon his immediate ascension to the throne, King Sejong ordered the removal
of the use of hyangak at a diplomatic ritual with the Ming dynasty30 and issued
a command to change the existing vulgar lyrics of hyangak.31 This change in
his recognition of hyangak seemed to be in accordance with his deepening
understanding of music: He began to wonder why Koreans had to abruptly play
unfamiliar Chinese tunes at the ancestral shrine ritual, instead of entertaining
their ancestors with native music which was familiar to them in their lifetime.32
Unfortunately, this reasonable apprehension was not properly addressed during
his lifetime. Whenever the opportunity arose, aristocrats sent him letters to
request restriction of the use of hyangak, and was adamant against the idea
of using hyangak at ancestral sacrifices.33
When confronted with such resistance, Sejong tried to argue the
following points. Firstly, aak was not originally Korean, but was in fact
Chinese music. Secondly, for that reason it would be out of place to replace
hyangak with aak for deceased audiences whom had listened to hyangak
during their entire life, even though you could play the aak for a deceased
Chinese person. Furthermore, given the fact that aak had been reconstructed
in various dynasties of China which were different from each other, there
could be no definite standard of aak. Lastly, even if Koreans attempted to
unify all kinds of the court music performances with aak, it was not possible
to get the exact pitch because there was no way to meet the standard
requirement for instrumental materials due to the climate differences between
China and Korea.34 Although some people agreed with King Sejong’s claim
喜對曰: “用鄕樂久, 未能改耳.” 上曰: “如知其非, 狃於久而不改可乎?” 左代言李慥啓曰: “臣奉使
上國, 觀奉天門常置雅樂.” 上曰: “上國之法, 宜遵用之.”
30
31
32

33

34

Joseon wangjo sillok, 19th day of the 8th lunar month, 1st year of King Sejong’s reign (1419):
“奏樂除鄕樂, 專用《覲天庭》, 《受明命》, 《賀皇恩》.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 19th day of the 1st lunar month, 2nd year of King Sejong’s reign (1420):
上曰: “宴享時, 常用鄕樂, 甚爲鄙俚. 其令卞季良, 趙庸, 鄭以吾等以獻壽之意, 警戒之辭, 各製歌詞三首.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 15th day of the 10th lunar month, 7th year of King Sejong’s reign (1425):
“且我國本習鄕樂, 宗廟之祭, 先奏唐樂, 至於三獻之時, 乃奏鄕樂。以祖考平日之所聞者用之何如?
其與孟思誠議焉.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 21st day of the 12th lunar month, 9th year of King Sejong’s reign (1427):
“請鄕樂毋用於宗廟, 只用於文昭, 廣孝殿終獻.” 從之; Joseon wangjo sillok, 4th day of the 1st
lunar month, 10th year of King Sejong’s reign (1428): 禮曹啓: “曾令宗廟祭, 勿奏鄕樂, 請於圓
壇, 社稷, 風雲雷雨, 雩祀, 先農, 先蠶, 釋奠等祭, 亦勿用鄕樂.” 從之; Joseon wangjo sillok, 28th
day of the 7th lunar month, 12th year of King Sejong’s reign (1430): 上謂代言等曰: “奉常少尹朴
堧建議, 請用雅樂, 勿用鄕樂, 予嘉其言, 命令修正, 堧專心致志, 今適遘疾, 將繼堧者誰歟? . . .
左副代言金宗瑞啓曰: . . . 我朝禮樂, 侔擬中華.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 11th day of the 9th lunar month, 12th year of King Sejong (1430):
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that we should not abandon hyangak for the sake of Chinese music,35 the
musical pieces in the strains of hyangak was never performed in the royal
ancestral shrine until King Sejo (r. 1455-1468) seized the throne.

5. Ritual Music of Royal Ancestral Shrine, Jongmyo 宗廟, and
Confucian Shrine, Munmyo 文廟
Ever since King Sejo replaced the ritual music of the royal ancestral shrine
previously in the strains of aak with the newly arranged music in the strains
of hyangak in 1464,36 the spirits of Joseon royal family could finally enjoy
their own ritual music in peace. The enduring musical pieces, represented by
“Jeongdaeeop” 定大業 (Founding a Great Dynasty) and “Botaepyeong”
保太平 (Maintaining the Great Peace), were originally composed by Sejong
in 1447 and employed in formal meetings at the court.37 These musical pieces
were called “new music” (sinak 新樂)38 because they were totally new
compositions and recorded in the brand-new notation system, unlike Aak,
which might also be new in a sense but was meticulously restored on the
basis of the ancient documents and instruments and thus called “old music”
or “classical music” (goak 古樂).
Although “new music” was conceptually at odd to “old music” and was
often discriminated by scholars who fancied themselves as orthodox
Confucians, “new music” was not entirely condemned because of its
“newness” and likewise “old music” was not always defended because its
“oldness.” Considering the usages of the extremely stretched term yayue 雅樂
and the hallowed term “guyue” 古樂 in traditional scholarships of China,39
those of aak 雅樂 and “goak” 古樂 in Korean context were not overloaded

35

36
37
38
39

“上謂左右曰: 雅樂, 本非我國之聲, 實中國之音也. 中國之人平日聞之熟矣, 奏之祭祀宜矣, 我國之人,
則生而聞鄕樂, 歿而奏雅樂, 何如? 況雅樂, 中國歷代所製不同, 而黃鍾之聲, 且有高下. 是知雅樂之制,
中國亦未定也, 故予欲於朝會及賀禮, 皆奏雅樂, 而恐未得製作之中也. 以黃鍾之管而候氣, 亦未易爲也.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 2nd day of the 8th lunar month, 13th year of King Sejong’s reign (1431):
上謂孟思誠曰: “人言會禮不可用女樂, 若罷女樂, 而男樂足觀則可矣, 若不合音律, 則奈何? 且文武
舞者之服, 恐不似中原, 其於旁觀何? 欲用中朝之樂, 而盡棄鄕樂, 斷不可也.” 思誠對曰: “上敎誠然.
何可盡棄鄕樂乎? 先奏雅樂, 而兼用鄕樂可”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 14th day of the 1st lunar month, 10th year of King Sejo’s reign (1464):
“上親祀宗廟, 奏新制定大業, 保太平之樂.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 4th day of the 6th lunar month, 29th year of King Sejong’s reign (1447).
Joseon wangjo sillok, 24th day of the 10th lunar month, 1st year of King Danjong’s reign (1452):
“且定大業, 保太平新樂, 則工師一二人外, 無傳習者, 請期年後, 以單聲習樂, 試才授職.”
S. Park, “Music as a Necessary Means of Moral Education,” 127-130.
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but quite flexible. For example, goak could be used for indicating “the old
indigenous tunes” (bonguk goak 本國古樂), embedded in the cultural base of
Korean music.40 That is to say, there was no deeply-rooted conceptual barrier
between “new music” and “old music” and this conceptual flexibility seemed
to be helpful for Joseon ritual music in preserving the most ancient Chinese
ritual music and at the same time pursuing new compositions of Korean ritual
music based on Koreans’ own culture and language.
In short, Confucian shrine ritual music (munmyo jeryeak 文廟祭禮樂) belongs
to aak and was called “old music,” whereas the royal ancestral shrine ritual music
(jongmyo jeryeak 宗廟祭禮樂) belongs to hyangak and was called “new music.”
However, the “old music” was not completely old and also the “new music” not
purely new. The new musical pieces created for use in court ceremonies were
composed on the basis of hyangak and gochwiak 鼓吹樂 (drumming and blowing
music) under the reign of King Sejong.41 This gochwiak was processional music
diverged from the strains of dangak, which means that the newly composed
musical pieces, such as “Botaepyeong” 保太平, “Jeongdaeeop” 定大業 and
particularly “Yeomillak” 與民樂, initially included some musical elements of
Chinese tunes. Those music pieces have gone through changes with the times, and
been transformed to be more suitable to Koreans’ taste for music.
“Botaepyeong” and “Jeongdaeeop” are two main suites of eleven pieces
of the current royal ancestral shrine ritual music. As one could guess from
the titles, which mean “praising civil achievements of the kings” and
“extolling their military exploits” respectively,42 they faithfully embodied the
primary format of Confucian ritual music, comprising of civil (wenwu 文舞)
and military dances (wuwu 武舞). However, it should not be misunderstood
that Korean ritual music is a kind of combination of Korean content and
Chinese format. What Joseon Korea really appreciated was by no means a
specific format reconstructed in a specific dynasty of China, but rather the
Confucian proposal of balancing both aspects of civil and military concerns,
which are needed for the establishment and management of a new dynasty,
and of sharing the valuable lessons from the state construction process with
the people by expressing them into musical performance.
Grounded on the idea that Korean ancestors would enjoy Korean tunes,
Joseon Koreans made a fundamental innovation in their ritual music. The
40
41
42

Joseon wangjo sillok, 23rd day of the 6th lunar month, 18th year of King Sejong’s reign (1436):
“《嗺子》, 《啄木》, 《憂息》, 乃是本國古樂.”
So, “Court Music,” 15.
So, “Court Music,” 16.
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cultural differences could have been an obstacle in realizing Confucian
orthodoxy tradition, but their recognition of their cultural identity lead them
down the path that allowed the two different musical traditions to coexist. For
their own ancestors, Joseon Korea introduced Korean musical traits to
sacrificial rituals by offering up their favorite songs, and for the sacrifices to
Confucius and his disciples, they tried to restore and offer up the favorite
songs of Confucius. Confucian shrine ritual music, munmyo jeryeak, is the sole
survivor among a good number of the aak reconstructed at the time. It still
sounds unfamiliar to Korean’s ears, even though it has been played for almost
a millennium in the Korean peninsula.43 Since it is the restoration of an ancient
Chinese musical piece and its original form was relatively unchanged, it does
not fit the sentiment of the Korean people. Undeniably, Confucian shrine
music too underwent some changes with the times. For example, it was
originally a very slow music, but the tempo of performance had gotten even
slower over time.44 A main factor of these changes seems to be the idea that
Confucian ritual music should be elegant and slow, which does not reflect the
emotional needs of Korean people.

6. New Music Based on New Interpretation: “Enjoyment with the
People” (Yeomillak)
“Yeomillak” has indeed lived an interesting life. Not all newly composed ritual
music survived for very long. Although most have been transmitted to the present,
indebted to the notation system, jeongganbo, many of the newly composed music
are not actually played live. “Yeomillak,” however, is established and still being
performed. It should be noted that its successful life was not caused by ideological
tenacity, but by modifications and variations according to the emotional needs of
the times. “Yeomillak” was composed on the basis of dangak with some hyangak
components for the banquets and the processions in the court. From the beginning,
it was played in two versions, “‘Yeomillak’ in slow tempo” (yeomillak man
與民樂慢) and “‘Yeomillak’ in fast tempo” (yeomillak ryeong 與民樂令), and these
kinds of variations were extended and deepened.45 Afterwards, a new arrangement
43

44
45

It can be said that munmyo jeryeak survived 900 years if counting from the introduction
of daeseong aak 大晟雅樂 in 1116 to today. It is still in the repertory of National Gugak
Centre in Korea.
Oh, “Munmyo jeryeak-ui hanbae byeonhwa-wa geu baegyeong-e daehan gochal,” 108-109.
Moon, “Sejong sillok akbo’ yeomillak eumak hyeongsik-gwa geu byeoncheon-e daehan gochal.”
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of “Yeomillak” based on hyangak (yeomillak hyang 與民樂鄉) was played with
indigenous instruments (hyang akgi 鄉樂器) in the court and it was associated with
the variations that had been played outside the court.46 That is to say, “Yeomillak”
was at the heart of the intersection between realms of court music and folk music.
The fact that “Yeomillak” was enjoyed among the people beyond the
confines of court music seems to fulfill the expectations from its title,
“enjoyment with the people.” Undoubtedly, this title exhibited Mencius’
musical ideal, yeomin tongle 與民同樂,47 or at least explains that, unlike the
Neo-Confucian scholars in China, the christener of this piece of music
understood the very passage in Mengzi as a musical ideal. Most likely, Joseon
Koreans appreciated not only this passage but also other related passages to
music in Mengzi. Although they did not straightforwardly criticize the
Neo-Confucian commentaries on Mengzi, which neglected the significance of
Mencius’ musical passages, Joseon Koreans made considerable references to
Mencius’ passages as important grounds in the course of musical discussion.48
For example, the phrase, “Music of the shared enjoyment between the ruler
and ministers” (junchen xiangyue zhi yue 君臣相說之樂) in Mengzi 1B4, was
a customary expression for the musical ideal in their debates.49 In another
example, one of the most provocative passages of Mengzi, “jin zhi yue, you
gu zhi yue ye” 今之樂,猶古之樂也 was also quoted in the writings of a Joseon
Korean scholar, Ryu Jung-gyo 柳重敎 (1832-1893). Even though Ryu was
known as one of the most conservative Confucians,50 he had no problem
46
47
48

49

50

B. Song, “Joseon hugi yeomillakgye akgok-ui jeonseung yangsang: Sillok, uigwe, holgi-reul
jungsim-euro,” 126.
Mencius 1B1; 1B4.
In Joseon wangjo sillok, besides “Junchen xiangyue zhi yue 君臣相說之樂,” another
expressions of the Mencius, such as “zhishao 徵招[韶]” and “jueshao 角招,” are also
mentioned to be ideal music, sometimes appearing as its shorten form of “zhijue zhishao
徵角之招,” “zhijue zhiyin 徵角之音” or “zhijue zhiyue 徵角之樂.” Joseon wangjo sillok, 14th
day of the 5th lunar month, 3rd year of King Yeonsangun’s reign (1497); 5th day of the
9th lunar month, 8th year of King Gwanghaegun’s reign (1616); 27th day of the 2nd lunar
month, 24th year of King Yeongjo’s reign (1748); 29th day of the 6th lunar month, 44th
year of King Yeongjo’s reign (1768); 3rd day of the 9th lunar month, 2nd year of King
Jeongjo’s reign (1778).
Joseon wangjo sillok, 27th day of the 11th lunar month, 15th year of King Sejong’s reign (1433):
“柳思訥上書曰: . . . 實無愧於雅頌, 上項詩謌樂章, 群臣瞢然莫知, 豈君臣相悅之樂乎?”; 29th day
of the 12th lunar month, 22nd year of King Seongjong’s reign (1491): “金礪石等上疏, 略曰:
. . . 何必用女樂, 然後爲君臣相悅之樂哉? ”; 25th day of the 10th lunar month, 21st year of
King Myeongjong’s reign (1566): “昔者齊景公, 一聞晏子之言, 而作君臣相悅之樂. 其詩曰:
畜君何尤? 孟子曰: 畜君者, 好君也. 人君之所以畜止其君者, 皆其愛君之至誠也.” Ironically, Korean
Confucian intellectuals quoted this phrase in order to request a king to adopt their preferable
music, namely, aak in Chinese style instead of Korean indigenous music.
J. Song, “19segi yuhakja-ui Yu Jong-gyo-ui yangnon,” 125.
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expressing his opinion opposing the Neo-Confucian commentaries on Mengzi’
passage. As such, it can be said that Korean Neo-Confucians in the Joseon
Dynasty generally adhered to Chinese Neo-Confucianism, but not necessarily
accepted Chinese Neo-Confucian interpretations in all aspects.
Interestingly enough, King Sejong tried to bring the musical ideal of
“Yeomillak” into practice as the name implies. He regularly held various kinds
of feasts for the officials and the aged people, literally sharing enjoyment with
them.51 While Sejong collected indigenous tunes from all over the country as
musical sources for hyangak,52 he also went outside of the palace and played
the newly composed music for the people to hear. According to the record,53
large crowds gathered to watch these musical performances.54 Of course, it is
likely that “Yeomillak” was not the only repertory of performances performed
for the people. However, it became a representation of the intention to share
the fruit of the reconstructed musical culture, based on a new interpretation, with
the people. Nowadays, “Yeomillak” not only indicates the specific music pieces
which have been surviving from the 15th century, but also came to be used as
an iconic term for the essence or the ideal of Korean traditional music. Today,
Korean people often give the name of “Yeomillak” to Korean music
performances, collections of Korean traditional music, and even the armature
for practicing Korean traditional music.

7. Korean Mensural Notation System, Jeongganbo 井間譜
Without the newly invented notation, jeongganbo, the aforementioned
achievements in Korean ritual music could not have been transmitted to the
present. The most crucial reason for the invention of jeongganbo was that
one could not properly record hyangak, Korean tunes, with the existing
notation systems which were made for dangak, essentially Chinese tunes.

51
52

53

54

H. Song, “Sejong-ui munye gamseong-gwa yeonhoe-ui jeongchi,” 96-104.
Joseon wangjo sillok, 12th day of the 9th lunar month, 15th year of King Sejong’s reign (1433):
“聲樂之理, 有關時政. 今慣習鄕樂五十餘聲, 竝新羅, 百濟, 高〈句〉麗時民間俚語, 猶可想見當時
政治得失, 足爲勸戒. 我朝開國以來, 禮樂大行, 朝廟雅頌之樂已備, 獨民俗歌謠之詞, 無採錄之
法, 實爲未便. 自今依古者採詩之法, 令各道州縣, 勿論詩章俚語, 關係五倫之正, 足爲勸勉者及
其間曠夫怨女之謠, 未免變風者, 悉令搜訪, 每年歲抄, 採擇上送.”
Joseon wangjo sillok, 1st day of the 3rd lunar month, 25th year of King Sejong’s reign (1443):
“上與王妃幸忠淸道溫陽郡溫井, 王世子從之. . . . 是日, 次龍仁縣刀川邊, 伶人十五人奏樂自昏
至二鼓. 是行, 道經守令, 皆於境上迎謁, 凡民觀瞻者, 塡溢街路.”
H. Song, “Sejong-ui eumak jeongchi mokjeok-gwa bangbeop gochal,” 195-196.
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Unlike the neighboring cultures, China and Japan, Korean music uses
asymmetric meters, called “jangdan 長短,” in different types of rhythm (bak
拍 and sobak 小拍). This musical feature is related to the texts of the songs,
and this was the fundamental reason for the need for a new notation system,
jeongganbo.55 In other words, the creation of jeongganbo is deeply related
to the recognition of Koreans’ linguistic and musical identity. Although there
were other imported notations and also a much older notation system for
Korean tunes, for instance, yukbo 肉譜 (mnemonic notation) displaying oral
imitations of the sounds of musical instruments, none of them were able to
notate lengths of notes, the rhythm, the scale, or the tonality clearly.56
Instead of rejecting all the previous notations developed in Korea and
importing from China, Sejong carefully studied those various notations and
borrowed worthy methodology from them. There were multiple notations that
were simultaneously used for different types of music in the ritual music book
of King Sejong (Scores in Annals of King Sejong 世宗實錄樂譜). Jeongganbo
was formed on the foundations of existing notations and was continuously
revised.57 In order to write the court musical pieces in the strains of hyangak,
which were supposed to be grand-scale ensembles, this new notation system
had to be contrived. On the other hand, Aak was also performed in a large
scale but was not needed to be recorded in jeongganbo because its melody
line and rhythm were regular. Folk music was just occasionally recorded in
jeongganbo because it was played in a simple setting.
As such, jeongganbo did not start as a perfect notation system but had
gradually evolved into the best alternative notation for Korean music in
current music education. Even though Western music was introduced to
Korea over a century and much of Korean traditional music has been recorded
on the staff notation in the meantime, the use of jeongganbo is now increasing
and more people are becoming aware of its value since staff notation cannot
properly express the indigenous features of Korean music, such as triple and
asymmetric meters. As I see it, jeongganbo is not merely a marvelous
brainchild of a great genius who lived in the past, but rather a musical matrix
for Korean musical minds.
Still, jeongganbo leaves room for improvement and there are many
restrictions in its employment as well. For instance, it still uses traditional
55
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Y. Lee, “Hanguk eumak-ui ibak, sambak, obak, palbak,” 88.
Kwon, “History of Korean Notation,” 4-10.
H. Song, “Sejongdae dongasia yeangnon-ui insik yangsang-gwa uirye eumak jeongbig,”
131-135.
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Chinese characters which deter young Koreans, and it is inconvenient to note
transposition or scale variation. Also, most of vocal and instrumental folk music
developed in the 18th and 19th century of Joseon Korea was not systematically
recorded in jeongganbo, but just orally transmitted or occasionally recorded in
yukbo. It is not unusual to know that Korean musicians did not strive to write
their music on the scores, because in the Korean tradition, no one sincerely
regarded written music as real music, whereas the Western tradition musical
development has given more esteem to a written composition. For this reason,
jeongganbo was a fascinating invention in many ways, but mainly served as
memory and record of musical performances at the state event rather than as
an individual musician’s tool for composition.58

8. Continuity in Contemporary Korean Music Education:
Gugak and Jeongganbo
The contemporary scene of Korean music and music education is enlivened by
many musical sources from all over the world. Before modern music education
began in 1945, Korean music was heavily influenced by Japanese and American
music, and a wider variety of music is now flourishing in Korea from Western
classic music to K-pop music. Nevertheless, Confucian principles and values
remain strong in the course of cultural convergence in the formation of Korean
school music education,59 and a remarkable continuity is substantiated between
the Korean musical identity as contemplated and revealed in the Joseon Dynasty
and the musical features that contemporary Koreans consider as indispensable
elements of “Korean music.” Diversity in musical cultures requires modern
Koreans to rethink the identity of Korean music, and the accomplished tradition
of Korean music enabled them to create a genre called “Gugak” i.e. “Korean
music” in the floods of influential musical cultures.
The growth of gugak as a medium to cultural identity is proven not just
by external success but also by internal recognition. For example, the
presence of National gugak Center is considered to be a symbol of sustained
traditional culture in the wave of modernization, and the Korean ritual music
is often cherished by other Asian countries as a transmission of one of the
oldest ritual music. But what is more significant to me is that there are the
58
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H. Song, “Hyeondae gugak, geu wonhyeongseong-gwa byeonhwa saengseong,” 27-28.
Choi, “The History of Korean School Music Education,” 138.
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growing awareness of the inner qualities of Korean music and the continuity
between traditional and modern gugak.
The first thing that stands out is the increasing needs for the Korean
notation system, jeongganbo, and its introduction to school music education.
Traditional gugak as well as contemporary gugak have been recorded with
staff notation and jeongganbo have nearly been neglected for a long time
since modern education was introduced to Korea. However, more and more
people have come to realize that gugak cannot be adequately represented with
staff notation, and jeongganbo is accepted as an important notation in Korean
music curriculum today. Some professional gugak musicians trained by staff
notation may possibly feel that staff notation is easier to read than
jeongganbo. However, for educational purposes, many people are of the
opinion that jeongganbo is a more accurate and convenient notation for
expressing Korean traditional music.60 Furthermore, even outside of the field
of Korean music education, there have been steady efforts to make
jeongganbo a suitable notation for contemporary society such as research on
jeongganbo processing system for composition or computer music.61
The second and more important thing, is the internal continuity residing
in the concept of “Korean music” when it is pronounced as hyangak or gugak.”
In a broader sense, “Korean music” could possibly mean any kind of music
played in Korean soil or practiced and composed by Koreans. However, when
one attempts to distinguish true “Korean music”, one may want to use the term
gugak instead. On the one hand, just as hyangak was used to refer to indigenous
tunes by Joseon Koreans between Chinese and Korean cultural boundaries, the
term gugak is used to refer to music that has Korean characteristics in it. On
the other hand, while hyangak was used more often with negative implications,
gugak is evolving into a flexible terminology. Literally speaking, while gugak
國樂 is a shorten form of “Korean” (Hanguk 韓國) plus “music” (eumak 音樂),
it is a more specific term than “Korean music” in a broader sense. In
comparison with sogak 俗樂 (folk music) or hyangak 鄉樂 (indigenous music)
defined by contrast with aak or dangak in the strains of Chinese music, gugak
is a generic term which has a much wider range covering from all sorts of ritual
music, hyangak or dangak, to all kinds of folk music such as pansori, sanjo
or sinawi, even including contemporary music pieces composed on the theme
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Hwang and Sung, “Eumak gyogwaseo gugak gibo chegye-ui olbareun banghyang mosaek.”
Park and Hur, “Jeongganbo imnyeok siseutem seolgye mit guhyeon”; and Kim and Kim,
“Keompyuteo eumak-eul wihan gugakbo (jeongganbo) cheori siseutem-ui seolgye-wa guhyeon.”
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or the components of Korean music. To sum it up, gugak has no discrimination
between court and folk, or the past and the present, as well as no rejection
of foreign musical sources, but has the dynamic reality of Korean music, the
essence of which has been successively maintained in the process of
assimilation and reconstruction.
Gugak may not be the most favored of genre,62 but is the most enduring
musical source in contemporary Korea and in this sense, it could simply be
rendered as “Korean traditional music.” It would be misleading, however, to
think gugak as something that is against “innovative,” because it is a musical
phenomenon which has been kept alive through its commitment to innovation
throughout every historical period. Even though Koreans are apt to introduce
new styles of music, after a bout of enthusiastic acceptance, the music most
loved and most appreciated by the people is a new creation based on Korean
reinterpretation of the crossover style. These new pieces of music are called
Korean rock, Korean rap, cross-over and so on, and the innovative is often
guided and influenced by some components of gugak.
I would argue that this dynamic nature of gugak is greatly indebted to the
reconstruction of Confucian ritual music. The tension between the position to
absorb advanced Chinese culture and the position to nurture indigenous Korean
culture lasted almost throughout the Joseon dynasty. The persistent tension
eventually resulted in compatibility between both positions. In the course of
conflicts, debates, and settlements between these two perspectives, the former
gradually learned how to actualize Confucian ideals on a different soil and the
latter realized how to elevate and refine indigenous culture. If Joseon Koreans
were merely compliant followers of Confucianism, adhering too closely to the
wording of Confucian classical texts, they could not have found their own way
by breaking through the stiffness of the ancient literary commentaries. If they
were merely nationalistic lovers of indigenous music, unable to observe from an
objective viewpoint, they could not have developed such a variety of music.

9. Concluding Remarks
What Joseon Koreans achieved is originality build from the fringe. Through
the amalgamation of the mainstream and the familiar, Joseon Koreans
62

For the research on the preference for Korean music compared to other world music, see
Fung, “Musicians’ and Nonmusicians’ Preferences for World Musics,” 75.
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discovered their own cultural identity that had been marginalized from the
mainstream culture. While the Confucian music culture formed in ancient
China has been revered as the invariable ideal of moral education by the
surrounding cultures, its practical implementation was rarely achieved in the
successive dynasties of China. However, the originality achieved in the
process of Joseon Korean reconstruction of Confucian culture led to the
awareness of Korean cultural identity which survived to this day. Perhaps it
is because Joseon Koreans were trying to realize the Confucian ideals from
a peripheral position in the undeniable reality that they had a cultural
difference between China and Korea. Since they had no musical specimen
of Confucian ritual music and the meticulous reconstruction revealed that no
restoration could accurately meet the ancient ideal, they were awakened to
the variability of music and the realization that the nature of the Confucian
ideal cannot be fixed to a certain materialized form. Therefore, the Confucian
ideal they sought was not a certain type of Chinese tunes imported from a
particular dynasty, even though those tunes were treated as valuable cases
of once-realization. The nationwide reconstruction of Korean ritual music
resulted in the formation of musical identity and history in Korea.
Now, it will be interesting to ask how today’s Korean music will evolve
given its history of originality from the fringe. The cultural identity of
Koreans has never been invariable and there remains conflict between
esteemed mainstream culture and familiar folksy culture in contemporary
Korea. Some people prefer the music of familiar Korean culture while others
follow the newer mainstream music, which some may see as eroding the
Korean cultural identity. Depending on what contemporary Koreans learn
from Joseon Korean experiences, they could perhaps find a new original way
to amalgamate the mainstream and the familiar.
■ Submitted: 2017.07.01 / Reviewed: 2017.07.01-2017.08.30 / Confirmed for publication: 2017.08.30
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文化邊界的原創性

―― 韓國音樂教育上的儒家音樂論的吸收與重構
朴 素 晶

中文摘要
自朝鮮世宗大王(1418-1450在位)統治時期的儒家儀式音樂改革以來，韓國人繼
承了儒家音樂教育的悠久傳統。然而，世宗大王的儒家儀式音樂重構不僅僅是對原始儒
家儀式音樂的修復，更是對傳統儒家價值觀勇敢的重新解讀。中國和韓國之間語言和文
化的巨大差異，不允許朝鮮知識人對中國主流文化不加批判的同化。這些因素也促使世
宗大王爲韓國本土音樂開發了一種新的樂譜系統—— 這種系統以前被認爲是粗俗的，隨
後將新組合的儀式音樂帶到宮廷。對韓國音樂文化的自覺和認同意識，使得朝鮮以及韓
國人並非盲目地模仿中國音樂，而是體現出儒家音樂教育精髓的理想方式，即音樂感性
的培養和“與民同樂”。這是在文化邊界發現的原創性。朝鮮宮廷音樂的矛盾性質，與從
高麗王朝(918-1392)發展到朝鮮王朝(1392-1897)的韓國新儒學有密切相關。隨著朝鮮
新王朝的出現，儒家價值觀的不斷融化和內化，逐漸發展成爲新統治階級，並作爲從統
治階級到庶民最具影響力的道德基礎。此外，這種文化邊界的創造力也再次出現於朝鮮
王朝邁向現代韓國的過渡期中。在韓國的近代化時期，西方和韓國音樂文化之間的衝突
和重建，展現了文化邊界的原創性，也影響了韓國當代音樂教育。
關鍵詞：音樂教育，世宗大王，朝鮮，韓國，儒家哲學，儀式音樂

